
GAME OVERVIEW

Solo Mode for Arcadia Quest introduces a new way to 
experience the game. As a Single Player, you get to live through 
the campaigns in a different light: you no longer have the 
opposition of rival Guilds but now the Monsters have a more 
active participation in each Scenario.

GETTING STARTED

First, you’ll need to create your Guild. There are no differences 
on this step on Solo Mode: you still select 3 Heroes from among 
any you have available (see Removed Components, page 4), 
take a Guild Dashboard of your choice, and a set of 5 Starting 
Items to distribute as you wish among the 3 Heroes.

The campaign is played the same way, starting with 3 scenarios 
to be played on the Outer Circle, 2 in the Inner Circle and the 
Final Showdown as the last scenario.

However, each Scenario has 2 outcomes: either you win the 
Scenario or the game (or Monsters if you will!) does. Regardless 
of the outcome, you continue onwards to the next Scenario.

SCENARIO SETUP

Unless stated otherwise in this document (see Scenario 
Changes, below) Scenario Setup is exactly the same for Solo 
Mode. Note that in each Scenario you must use the Player 1 
Starting Area to place your Heroes.

The main difference in Solo Mode is that Monsters get a 
Monster Turn. Setup each Scenario's Monsters as normal, 
selecting the cards equal to the current Monster level. Now for 
the twist: take the Monster cards of the listed Monsters of all 
other 3 levels (usually 3 cards in total per monster), shuffle them 
together to form the Monster Activation deck, and place it 
facedown near the board.

The Scenario Changes also bring new instructions to mark 
some Monsters as Guards. Guards differ from other monsters 
in Solo Mode in that they don’t roam the board, but rather, 
stay put to protect objectives (they still get Guard and Payback 
reactions normally). Take a token from an unused Guild and 
place it next to each Guard's figure as a reminder.

Do not use the PvP Quest Cards and place only the PvE 
Quest cards.

OBJECTIVE

Each Scenario is won by completing all PvE Quests before your 
Heroes, collectively, die too many times. The Scenario is lost if 
the number of Hero deaths equals the chosen difficulty:

◆ 1 death (Legendary)
◆ 2 deaths (Hard)
◆ 3 deaths (Medium)
◆ 4 deaths (Easy)

VERSION: 1.1

- Change log –
◆ Updated Monster Turn rules (page 2)
◆ Added Avaliable Heroes (page 4)
◆ Corrections on Scenario Changes (pages 5, 6, and 7)
Updates in the text are written in teal.
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GAMEPLAY

In Solo Mode, the game is played over a series of Rounds 
divided in:

◆ Guild Turn 
◆ Monster Turn

GUILD TURN

On each Guild Turn you may choose one of the following:

◆ Active all Heroes or 
◆ Rest your Guild

■ ACTIVATING ALL HEROES
When you choose to activate your Heroes, you now get to 
activate each of your Heroes once. You’re free to choose the 
order in which they activate. The Hero activation per se remains 
unchanged: the Hero gets 3 Movement points to use for moving 
around the city, using portals, opening or closing doors, etc. 
Before or after the movement, the Hero may attempt to attack 
a Monster by exhausting one of that Hero’s Attack cards. Attack 
is also unchanged, and Monsters still get Payback and Guard 
reactions normally using the stats listed on their respective 
Monster card for that level (on reactions Monsters do not get 3 
Movement points as they do during the Monster Turn, below).  
Each Hero can move, attack, do both, or neither.

■ RESTING YOUR GUILD
Rest is unchanged. Instead of activating Heroes, you may Rest your 
Guild. No Heroes are activated, all Guild tokens are removed 
from all cards on your Guild Dashboard, any dead Heroes are 
resurrected, and you may reorganize cards and tokens.

MONSTER TURN

In Solo Mode, after you take your turn (whether activated or 
rested), the Monsters get a turn and 2 Monsters will be activated 
against you. The Monster Turn has 2 steps:

■ SPAWN
Unlike the normal game, Monster Spawn takes place at the 
beginning of the Monster Turn: if the Spawn Tile is full, spawn 
Monsters following the normal rules.

■ ACTIVATE
Determine which 2 Monsters will activate and activate one after 
the other:

1. Roll 2 Attack Dice to determine a Spawn token that indi-
cates the region of activated Monsters on the board. If you roll 
a combination that’s not present, roll again until you get one 
that is. If possible, keep the 2 dice you rolled to the side as a 
reminder of the area rolled for this turn.

2. Reveal the top card from Monster Activation deck. 
Find the Monster closest to the rolled Spawn Point that match-
es the revealed card. To determine the closest Monster, count 
each Space between the Spawn token and the Monster as 1 
(including the Space that the Monster is, but not the Space that 
the Spawn token is). Count closed doors between the Spawn 
token and the Monster as 1. Do not use Portals to determine 
the Closest Monster. If multiple Monsters apply, choose 1.

NOTE: The revealed card is only used to determine which 
Monster gets activated. Ignore the stats on the Monster 
Activation card. Use the Monster stats from the Monster card 
set by the Scenario (except for the Movement).

3. The activated Monster gets 3 Movement points, uses 
them to move towards the closest Hero and then attacks them if 
possible. The Monster may open doors by spending 1 Movement 
point and may also use a Portal by spending 1 Movement point. 
Monsters only use the minimum number of Movement points 
required to attack. If multiple Heroes are eligible, Monsters at-
tack the Hero with the most Wounds. If still tied, choose which 
Hero gets attacked. Note that the 3 Movement points for the 
Monster only apply when the Monster is being activated in the 
Monster Turn, and not for a Payback and Guard reactions.

4. After the first Monster has finished, discard its Monster 
Activation card and repeat Step 2 and Step 3 for a second 
Monster.  This Monster may be of the same type as the first.

 GUARD MONSTERS
If the Monster to be activated is a Guard Monster, ignore 
it and select the next closest Monster instead. Guards 
are strategically positioned to protect objectives and 
therefore should not leave their posts!
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Example:
1. The Solo player has just finished activating their 3 Heroes, so 
the Monster Turn begins. The Spawn Tile is not full, so there is no 
Spawn. 2 attack dice are rolled, resulting  , a combination 
for which there is no Spawn token. The dice are rolled again, 
resulting  , indicating the highlighted Spawn token for 
this round. The first Monster activation card is revealed, so the 
highlighted Goblin moves 1 Space (all it needs) and attacks Grom. 

2. A second card is revealed, showing an Orc. The closest Orc 
would be the Guard, so it cannot be activated. The next closest 
Orc, highlighted, gets activated and moves 3 Spaces, but can’t 
reach any Heroes. The Monster Turn is finished and it’s time for 
a new Guild Turn!
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GENERAL NOTES

◆ When there are no more Monster Activation cards left in the 
deck, simply shuffle the discarded Monster Activation cards to 
create a new facedown deck;

◆ Monsters must always be activated to the best of their 
ability, utilizing re-rolls, crits, abilities, portals, doors, and 
effects to their best capacity. They must move to the best of 
their capacity too (which may include using Portals)!

◆ Disregard the ‘First Bonus’ on the PvE Quests. You still get the 
Coin reward for completing it;

◆ Remove Monster Activation cards when that Monster type is 
completely removed from the game (including the Spawn Tile);

◆ If the Monster to be activated has no figures on the board (i.e. 
they’re all in the Spawn Tile), nothing happens for this Monster 
Activation card;

◆ Potions work normally, affecting only the Hero who uses them;

◆ Titles are not used in Solo Mode. Quests still need to be completed 
but the title is not awarded nor used in subsequent Scenarios;

REMOVED 
COMPONENTS

We suggest removing the following components for Solo Mode, 
as their original design fits better in the normal game:

◆ Heroes: Wisp

Although still usable, the following Upgrades are sub-par in Solo 
Mode (use or discard them to your discretion):

◆ Level 2 Upgrades: Hate and Crack of Dawn

◆ Level 3 Upgrades: Da Bomb and Frostbite

◆ Level 4 Upgrades: Frostbite and Hate II 

◆ Level 5 Upgrades: Bomb Appétit

◆ Rewards: Bomb (Alchemist’s District)

SOLO UPGRADE 
PHASE

Scenario won: Reveal 8 Upgrade cards + 3 cards for every 5 
coins won during the Scenario. You may then purchase up to 3 
cards, spending your coins normally (and may save 1 coin, as in 
the normal game). Then, proceed to the next Scenario.

Scenario lost: Reveal 6 Upgrade cards (the Monsters have 
taken the lion’s share of the goodies!). You may then purchase 
up to 3 cards, spending your coins normally (and may save 1 coin, 
as in the normal game). Then, proceed to the next Scenario.

Apply Death Curses to each Hero normally before proceeding 
to the next Scenario.

AVAILABLE HEROES

Aeric, Black Newt, Bob, Bowie, Brenna, Chooloo, Diva, Elysia, 
Farfalla, Frowny Faceless, Greensleeves, Grom, Hassan, Hitch, 
Hobsbawm, Johan, Kanga, Koba, Leeroy, Lilith, Lord Fang, 
Lydia, Maya, McHammer, Mittens, Monkey King, Monkey 
Queen, Montoya, Morgan, Nibbles, Pigsy, Pluck, Prince Aaron, 
Scarlet, Serious Faceless, Seth, Smiley Faceless, Sonja, Spike, 
Sting, Surprised Faceless, The Heartess, The Nameless, Tiaret, 
Tomrick, Viktor, Yun, Zahra, Zazu.
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SCENARIO CHANGES

◆ District of Hammers 
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map.
  

◆ Brightsun Arena 
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map. The PvE Quest ‘King of the Arena’ can only 
be completed by ending 1 turn in each Quest token. Add 
only 3 Minotaur cards to the Monster Activation Deck. We 
recommend not playing this Scenario as your first.
  

◆ The Moon Gate 
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map. Do not add the Hammer Beastman cards to 
the Monster Activation Deck. 
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◆ The Rookery 
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map.

◆ The Manor 
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map. Add only 3 Troll cards to the Monster 
Activation Deck. We recommend not playing this Scenario as 
your first.

◆ The Orc’s Hive 
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map. Do not add the Hammer and Spear Beastman 
cards to the Monster Activation Deck.

◆ Alchemist’s District 
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map.
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◆ Red Dawn Square 
The Quest “Kill Lord Fang” requires you to roll 2 dice to spawn 
Lord Fang’s Shadow and only place Fang’s miniature if the 
rolled Spawn token is available. In Solo Mode, if the rolled 
Spawn token is NOT available, roll the 2 dice again until an 
available Spawn token is rolled. Only add Lord Fang’s cards to 
the Monster Activation deck once his miniature is placed on 
the board. Do not add the Sister of Pleasure and Sister of Pain 
cards to the Monster Activation deck.
Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the indicated 
areas of the map.

◆ The University Plaza
This Scenario has 3 PvE Quests: “Find the Tomes”, “Kill the 
Troll”, and “Kill the Minotaur”. To win this scenario, complete 2 
of the 3 PvE Quests.

◆ Evershadow District
Do not add the Sister of Pleasure cards to the Monster 
Activation deck during Setup nor when their miniatures are 
placed on the board.

◆ Temple of Dawning Twilight 
Add Spawn tokens to the indicated areas of the map. Monsters 
still won’t respawn after they are killed. The Spawn tokens  
are only used during the Monster turn to determine which 
Monsters will be activated. Lastly, do not add the Lord Fang, 
Troll, Minotaur, Sister of Pleasure or Sister of Pain's cards to the 
Monster Activation deck (they do not get activated in Monster 
Turns). Add Guild Tokens to the Guard Monsters  on the 
indicated areas of the map.

Special thanks to Pedro Ivo Costa and Fabul Henrique for 
their aid in playtesting the Solo Mode and to Adam Krier for 
proofreading this document. A big thank you for the Arcadia 
Quest community for helping us with your input and support! And 
thank you, portals of Arcadia, for making life that much easier.
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